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Abstract

Modern deep learning approaches have achieved great

success in many vision applications by training a model

using all available task-specific data. However, there are

two major obstacles making it challenging to implement for

real life applications: (1) Learning new classes makes the

trained model quickly forget old classes knowledge, which

is referred to as catastrophic forgetting. (2) As new ob-

servations of old classes come sequentially over time, the

distribution may change in unforeseen way, making the per-

formance degrade dramatically on future data, which is re-

ferred to as concept drift. Current state-of-the-art incre-

mental learning methods require a long time to train the

model whenever new classes are added and none of them

takes into consideration the new observations of old classes.

In this paper, we propose an incremental learning frame-

work that can work in the challenging online learning sce-

nario and handle both new classes data and new obser-

vations of old classes. We address problem (1) in online

mode by introducing a modified cross-distillation loss to-

gether with a two-step learning technique. Our method out-

performs the results obtained from current state-of-the-art

offline incremental learning methods on the CIFAR-100 and

ImageNet-1000 (ILSVRC 2012) datasets under the same ex-

periment protocol but in online scenario. We also provide

a simple yet effective method to mitigate problem (2) by up-

dating exemplar set using the feature of each new observa-

tion of old classes and demonstrate a real life application

of online food image classification based on our complete

framework using the Food-101 dataset.

1. Introduction

One of the major challenges of current deep learning

based methods when applied to real life applications is

learning new classes incrementally, where new classes are

continuously added overtime. Furthermore, in most real life

scenarios, new data comes in sequentially, which may con-

tain both the data from new classes or new observations

of old classes. Therefore, a practical vision system is ex-

pected to handle the data streams containing both new and

old classes, and to process data sequentially in an online

learning mode [15], which has similar constrains as in real

life applications. For example, a food image recognition

system designed to automate dietary assessment should be

able to update using each new food image continually with-

out forgetting the food categories already learned.

Most deep learning approaches trained on static datasets

suffer from the following issues. First is catastrophic for-

getting [16], a phenomenon where the performance on the

old classes degrades dramatically as new classes are added

due to the unavailability of the complete previous data. This

problem become more severe in online scenario due to lim-

ited run-time and data allowed to update the model. The

second issue arises in real life application where the data

distribution of already learned classes may change in un-

foreseen ways [23], which is related to concept drift [5]. In

this work, we aim to develop an incremental learning frame-

work that can be deployed in a variety of image classifica-

tion problems and work in the challenging online learning

scenario.

A practical deep learning method for classification is

characterized by (1) its ability to be trained using data

streams including both new classes data and new observa-

tions of old classes, (2) good performance for both new and

old classes on future data streams, (3) short run-time to up-

date with constrained resources, and (4) capable of lifelong

learning to handle multiple classes in an incremental fash-

ion. Although progress has been made towards reaching

these goals [14, 21, 2, 31], none of the existing approaches

for incremental learning satisfy all the above conditions.

They assume the distribution of old classes data remain un-

changed overtime and consider only new classes data for

incoming data streams. As we mentioned earlier, data dis-

tribution are likely to change in real life[23]. When concept

drift happens, regardless the effort put into retaining the

old classes knowledge, degradation in performance is in-

evitable. In addition, although these existing methods have

achieved state-of-the-art results, none of them work in the

challenging online scenario. They require offline training
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using all available new data for many epochs, making it im-

practical for real life applications.

The main contributions of this paper is summarized as

follows.

• We introduce a modified cross-distillation loss to-

gether with a two-step learning technique to make in-

cremental learning feasible in online scenario. We

show comparable results to the current state-of-the-

art [21, 2, 31] on CIFAR-100 [12] and ImageNet-1000

(ILVSC2012) [25]. We follow the same experiment

benchmark protocol [21] where all new data belong

to new class, but in the challenging online learning

scenario where the condition is more constrained for

both run-time and number of data allowed to update

the model.

• We propose an incremental learning framework that is

capable of lifelong learning and can be applied to a va-

riety of real life online image classification problems.

In this case, we consider new data belong to both new

class and existing class. We provide a simple yet effec-

tive method to mitigate concept drift by updating the

exemplar set using the feature of each new observation

of old classes. Finally, we demonstrate how our com-

plete framework can be implemented for food image

classification using the Food-101 [1] dataset.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review methods that are closely re-

lated to our work. Incremental learning remains one of the

long-standing challenges for machine learning, yet it is very

important to brain-like intelligence capable of continuously

learning and knowledge accumulation through its lifetime.

Traditional methods. Prior to deep learning, SVM

classifier [4] is commonly used. One representative work

is [24], which learns the new decision boundary by using

support vectors that are learned from old data together with

new data. An alternative method is proposed in [3] by re-

taining the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions instead of sup-

port vectors on old data and then update the solution using

new data. Other techniques [19, 17, 13] use ensemble of

weak classifiers and nearest neighbor classifier.

Deep learning based methods. These methods pro-

vide a joint learning of task-specific features and classifiers.

Approaches such as [10, 11] are based on constraining or

freezing the weights in order to retain the old tasks perfor-

mance. In [10], the last fully connected layer is freezed

which discourages change of shared parameters in the fea-

ture extraction layers. Inn [11] old tasks knowledge is re-

tained by constraining the weights that are related to these

tasks. However, constraining or freezing parameters also

limits its adaptability to learn from new data. A combina-

tion of knowledge distillation loss [9] with standard cross-

entropy loss is proposed to retain the old classes knowledge

in [14], where old and new classes are separated in multi-

class learning and distillation is used to retain old classes

performance. However, performance is far from satisfac-

tory when new classes are continuously added, particularly

in the case when the new and old classes are closely related.

Based on [14], auto encoder is used to retain the knowledge

for old classes instead of using distillation loss in [20]. For

all these methods, only new data is considered.

In [26] and [28], synthetic data is used to retain the

knowledge for old classes by applying a deep generative

model [6]. However, the performance of these methods are

highly dependent on the reliability of the generative model,

which struggles in more complex scenarios.

Rebuffi et al proposed iCaRL[21], an approach using a

small number of exemplars from each old class to retain

knowledge. An end-to-end incremental learning framework

is proposed in [2] using exemplar set as well, along with

data augmentation and balanced fine-tuning to alleviate the

imbalance between the old and new classes. Incremental

learning for large datasets was proposed in [31] in which

a linear model is used to correct bias towards new classes

in the fully connected layer. However, it is difficult to ap-

ply these methods to real life applications since they all re-

quire a long offline training time with many epochs at each

incremental step to achieve a good performance. In addi-

tion, they assume the distribution of old classes remain un-

changed and only update the classifiers using new classes

data. All in all, a modified cross-distillation loss along with

a two-step learning technique is introduced to make incre-

mental learning feasible in the challenging online learning

scenario. Furthermore, our complete framework is capable

of lifelong learning from scratch in online mode, which is

illustrated in Section 4.

3. Online Incremental Learning

Online incremental learning [15] is a subarea of incre-

mental learning that are additionally bounded by run-time

and capability of lifelong learning with limited data com-

pared to offline learning. However, these constraints are

very much related to real life applications where new data

comes in sequentially and is in conflict with the traditional

assumption that complete data is available. A sequence of

model h1, h2, ..., ht is generated on the given stream of data

blocks s1, s2, ..., st as shown in Figure 1. In this case, si
is a block of new data with block size p, defined as the

number of data used to update the model, which is simi-

lar to batch size as in offline learning mode. However, each

new data is used only once to update the model instead of

training the model using the new data with multiple epochs

as in offline mode. st = {(x
(1)
t , y

(1)
t ), ..., (x

(p)
t , y

(p)
t )} ∈

Rn×{1, ...,M}where n is the data dimension and M is the

total number of classes. The model ht : R
n → {1, ...,M}
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Figure 1: Online Scenario. A sequence of model

h1, h2, ..., ht is generated using each block of new data with

block size p, where (xi
t, y

i
t) indicate the i-th new data for the

t-th block.

depends solely on the model ht−1 and the most recent block

of new data st consisting of p examples with p being strictly

limited, e.g. if we set p = 16 then we will predict for

each new data and use a block of 16 new data to update

the model.

Catastrophic forgetting is the main challenge faced by all

incremental learning algorithms. Suppose a model hbase is

initially trained on n classes and we update it with m new

added classes to form the model hnew. Ideally, we hope

hnew can predict all n+m classes well, but in practice the

performance on the n old classes drop dramatically due to

the lack of old classes data when training the new classes.

In this work, we propose a modified cross-distillation loss

and a two-step learning technique to address this problem

in online scenario.

Concept drift is another problem that happens in most

real life applications. Concept [29] in classification prob-

lems is defined as the joint distribution P (X,Y ) where X
is the input data and Y represents target variable. Suppose

a model is trained on data streams by time t with joint dis-

tribution P (Xt, Yt), and let P (Xn, Yn) represent the joint

distribution of old classes in future data streams. Concept

drift happens when P (Xt, Yt) 6= P (Xn, Yn). In this work,

we do not measure concept drift quantitatively, but we pro-

vide a simple yet effective method to mitigate the problem

by updating the exemplar set using the features of each new

data in old classes, which is illustrated in Section 4.3

4. Incremental Learning Framework

In this work, we propose an incremental learning frame-

work as shown in Figure 2 that can be applied to any online

scenario where data is available sequentially and the net-

work is capable of lifelong learning. There are three parts

in our framework: learn from scratch, offline retraining and

learn from a trained model. Incremental learning in online

scenario is implemented in 4.3 and lifelong learning can be

achieved by alternating the last two parts after initial learn-

ing.

Figure 2: Proposed incremental learning framework.

h(i) indicates the evolving model at i-th step.

4.1. Learn from Scratch

This part serves as the starting point to learn new classes.

In this case, we assume the network does not have any pre-

vious knowledge of incoming classes, which means there is

no previous knowledge to be retained. Our goal is to build

a model that can adapt to new classes fast with limited data,

e.g. block size of 8 or 16.

Baseline. Suppose we have data streams with block size

p belong to M classes: {s1, ..., st} ∈ Rn×{1, ...,M}. The

baseline for the model to learn from sequential data can be

thought as generating a sequence of model {h1, ..., ht} us-

ing standard cross-entropy where ht is updated from ht−1

by using block of new data st. Thus ht is evolving from

h0 for a total of t updates by using the given data streams.

Compared to traditional offline learning, the complete data

is not available and we need to update the model for each

block of new data to make it dynamically fit to the data dis-

tribution used so far. So in the beginning, the performance

on incoming data is poor due to data scarcity.

Online representation learning. A practical solution

is to utilize representation learning when data is scarce at

the beginning of the learning process. Nearest class Mean

(NCM) classifier [22, 21] is a good choice where the test

image is classified as the class with the closest class data

mean. We use a pre-trained deep network to extract features

by adding a representation layer before the last fully con-

nected layer for each input data xi denoted as φ(xi). Thus

the classifier can be expressed as

y∗ = argmin
y∈{1,...,M}

d(φ(x), µφ
y ). (1)

The class mean µφ
y = 1

Ny

∑

i:yi=i φ(xi) and Ny denote the

number of data in classes y. We assume that the highly non-

linear nature of deep representations eliminates the need of

a linear metric and allows to use Euclidean distance here

dφxy = (φ(x)− µφ
y )

T (φ(x)− µφ
y ) (2)

Our method: combining baseline with NCM classi-

fier. NCM classifier behaves well when number of avail-

able data is limited since the class representation is based

solely on the mean representation of the images belonging

to that class. We apply NCM in the beginning and update

using an online estimate of the class mean [7] for each new
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observation.

µφ
y ←

nyi

nyi + 1
µφ
y +

1

nyi + 1
φ(xi) (3)

We use a simple strategy to switch from NCM to baseline

classifier when accuracy for baseline surpass representation

learning for s consecutive blocks of new data. Based on our

empirical results, we set s = 5 in this work.

4.2. Offline Retraining

In order to achieve lifelong learning, we include an of-

fline retraining part after each online incremental learning

phase. By adding new classes or new data of existing class,

both catastrophic forgetting and concept drift [5] become

more severe. The simplest solution is to include a periodic

offline retraining by using all available data up to this time

instance.

Construct exemplar set. We use herding selection [30]

to generate a sorted list of samples of one class based on

the distance to the mean of that class. We then construct

the exemplar set by using the first q samples in each class

{E
(y)
1 , ...E

(y)
q }, y ∈ [1, ..., n] where q is manually speci-

fied. The exemplar set is commonly used to help retain the

old classes’ knowledge in incremental learning methods.

Figure 3: Modified Cross-Distillation Loss. It contains

two losses: the distilling loss on old classes and the modi-

fied cross-entropy loss on all old and new classes.

4.3. Learn from a Trained Model

This is the last component of our proposed incremental

learning framework. The goal here is to continue to learn

from new data streams starting from a trained model. Dif-

ferent from existing incremental learning, we define new

data containing both new classes data and new observations

of old classes and we use each new data only once for train-

ing in online scenario. In additional to addressing the catas-

trophic forgetting problem, we also need to consider con-

cept drift for already learned classes due to the fact that data

distribution in real life application may change over time in

unforeseen ways [23].

Baseline: original cross-distillation loss. Cross-

distillation loss function is commonly used in state-of-the-

art incremental learning methods to retain the previous

learned knowledge. In this case, we consider only new

classes data for incoming data streams. Suppose the model

is already trained on n classes, and there are m new classes

added. Let {(xi, yi), yi ∈ [n + 1, ...n + m]} denote new

classes data. The output logits of the new classifier is de-

noted as p(n+m)(x) = (o(1), ..., o(n), o(n+1), ...o(n+m)),
the recorded old classes classifier output logits is p̂(n)(x) =
(ô(1), ..., ô(n)). The knowledge distillation loss [9] can be

formulated as in Equation 4, where p̂
(i)
T and p

(i)
T are the i-th

distilled output logit as defined in Equation 5

LD(x) =
n
∑

i=1

−p̂
(i)
T (x)log[p

(i)
T (x)] (4)

p̂
(i)
T =

exp (ô(i)/T )
∑n

j=1 exp (ô
(j)/T )

, p
(i)
T =

exp (o(i)/T )
∑n

j=1 exp (o
(j)/T )

(5)

T is the temperature scalar. When T = 1, the class with the

highest score has the most influence. When T > 1, the re-

maining classes have a stronger influence, which forces the

network to learn more fine grained knowledge from them.

The cross entropy loss to learn new classes can be expressed

as LC(x) =
∑n+m

i=1 −ŷ
(i)log[p(i)(x)] where ŷ is the one-

hot label for input data x. The overall cross-distillation

loss function is formed as in Equation 6 by using a hyper-

parameter α to tune the influence between two components.

LCD(x) = αLD(x) + (1− α)LC(x) (6)

Modified cross-distillation with accommodation ra-

tio. Although cross-distillation loss forces the network

to learn latent information from the distilled output log-

its, its ability to retain previous knowledge still remains

limited. An intuitive way to make the network retain

previous knowledge is to keep the output from the old

classes’ classifier as a part of the final classifier. Let out-

put logits of the new classifier be denoted as p(n+m)(x) =
(o(1), ..., o(n), o(n+1), ...o(n+m)), the recorded old classes’

classifier output logits is p̂(n)(x) = (ô(1), ..., ô(n)). We use

an accommodation ratio 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 to combine the two

classifier output as

p̃(i) =

{

βp(i) + (1− β)p̂(i) 0 < i ≤ n
p(i) n < i ≤ n+m

(7)

When β = 1, the final output is the same as the new clas-

sifier and when β = 0, we replace the first n output units

with the old classes classifier output. This can be thought

as using the accommodation ratio β to tune the output units

for old classes. As shown in Figure 3, the modified cross-

distillation loss can be expressed by replacing the original

cross-entropy loss part LC(x) with the new modified cross-

entropy loss L̃C(x) =
∑n+m

i=1 −ŷ
(i)log[p̃(i)(x)] after ap-

plying the accommodation ratio as in Equation 8

L̃CD(x) = αLD(x) + (1− α)L̃C(x) (8)
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Algorithm 1 Update Exemplar Set

Input: New observation for old classes (xi, yi)
Require: Old classes feature extractor Θ

Require: Current exemplar set {E
(yi)
1 , ...E

(yi)
q }

1: M (yi) ←
nyi

nyi
+1M

(yi) + 1
nyi

+1Θ(xi)

2: for m = 1,...,q do

3: d(m) = (Θ(E
(yi)
m )−M (yi))T (Θ(E

(yi)
m )−M (yi))

4: dmin ← min{d(1), ..., d(m)}
5: Imin ← Index{dmin}
6: d(q+1) = (Θ(xi)−M (yi))T (Θ(xi)−M (yi))
7: if d(q+1) ≤ dmin then

8: Remove E
(yi)
Imin

from {E
(yi)
1 , ...E

(yi)
q }

9: Add xi to {E
(yi)
1 , ...E

(yi)
q−1}

10: else

11: No need to update current exemplars

12: return {E
(yi)
1 , ...E

(yi)
q }

We empirically set β = 0.5, T = 2 and α = n
n+m

in

this work where n and m are the number of old and new

classes. The modified cross-distillation loss push the net-

work to learn more from old classes’ output units since we

add it directly as part of the final output.

Update exemplar set. As described in Section 1, we

consider the new data streams containing both new classes

data and new observations of old classes with unknown dis-

tribution. In this case, retaining previous knowledge is not

sufficient since concept drift can happen to old classes and

the model will still undergo performance degradation. One

solution is to keep updating the network using the exem-

plars for old classes. The class mean of each old class

{M (1), ...,M (n), M (i) ∈ Rn} is calculated and recorded

as described in Section 4.2 by constructing the exemplar

set {(E
(y)
1 , ...E

(y)
q ), y ∈ [1, ..., n]} using previous data

streams. Let {(xi, yi), yi ∈ [1, ..., n]} denote the new ob-

servation of old classes. We follow the same online class

mean update as described in Equation 3 to keep updating

the class mean with all data seen so far. So when concept

drift happens, e.g., the class mean changes toward the new

data, we update the exemplar set to make new data more

likely to be selected to update the model during two-step

learning as described in next part. The complete process of

updating exemplar set is shown in Algorithm 1.

Two-step learning. Unlike other incremental learn-

ing algorithms that mix new classes data with old classes

exemplars, we first let the model learn from a block of

new classes data and then a balanced learning step is fol-

lowed. This two-step learning technique is deigned for on-

line learning scenarios, where both update time and number

of available data are limited. As shown in Figure 5, we use

the modified cross-distillation loss in the first step to over-

come catastrophic forgetting since all data in this block be-

longs to new classes. In the second step, we pair same num-

ber of old classes exemplars from the exemplar set with the

new classes data. As we have balanced new and old classes,

cross entropy loss is used to achieve balanced learning.

Figure 5: Two-Step Learning. Black dots correspond to

old classes samples stored in exemplar set. Red dots corre-

spond to samples from new classes.

5. Experimental Results

Our experimental results consists of two main parts. In

part one, we compare our modified cross-distillation loss

and the two-step learning technique as introduced in Sec-

tion 4.3 with current state-of-the-art incremental learning

methods [2, 14, 31, 21]. We follow the iCaRL experiment

benchmark protocol [21] to arrange classes and select exem-

plars, but in the more challenging online learning scenario

as illustrated in Section 5.3. Our method is implemented on

two public datasets: CIFAR-100 [12] and ImageNet-1000

(ILSVRC 2012) [25]. Part two is designed to test the per-

formance of our complete framework. Since our goal is to

set up an incremental learning framework that can be ap-

plied to online learning scenario, we use Food-101 [1] food

image dataset to evaluate our methods. For each part of

our proposed framework, we compare our results to base-

line methods as described in Section 4.

5.1. Datasets

We used three public datasets. Two common datasets:

CIFAR-100 and ImageNet-1000 (ILSVRC 2012) and one

food image dataset: Food-101.

Food-101 is the largest real-world food recognition

dataset consisting of 1k images per food classes collected

from foodspotting.com, comprising of 101 food classes. We

divided 80% for training and 20% for testing for each class.

CIFAR-100 consists of 60k 32×32 RGB images for 100

common objects. The dataset is originally divided into 50K

as training and 10k as testing.

ImageNet-1000 (ILSVRC 2012) ImageNet Large-Scale

Visual Recognition Challenge 2012 (ILSVRC12) is an an-

nual competition which uses a subset of ImageNet. This

subset contains 1000 classes with more than 1k images per
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Incremental learning results on CIFAR-100 with split of (a) 5 classes, (b) 10 classes, (c) 20 classes and (d) 50

classes. The Upper Bound in last step is obtained by offline training a model using all training samples from all classes.

(Best viewed in color)

class. In total, there are about 1.2 million training data, 50k

validation images, and 150k testing images.

Data pre-processing For Food-101, we performed im-

age resize and center crop. As for CIFAR-100, random

cropping and horizontal flip was applied following the orig-

inal implementation [8]. For ImageNet, we follow the steps

in VGG pre-processing [27], including random cropping,

horizontal flip, image resize and mean subtraction.

5.2. Implementation Detail

Our implementation is based on Pytorch [18]. For ex-

periment part one, we follow the same experiment setting

as current state-of-the-art incremental learning methods, a

standard 18-layer ResNet for ImageNet-1000 and a 32-layer

ResNet for CIFAR-100. For experiment part two, we ap-

plied a 18-layer ResNet to Food-101. The ResNet imple-

mentation follows the setting suggested in [8]. We use

stochastic gradient descent with learning rate of 0.1, weight

decay of 0.0001 and momentum of 0.9.

Selection of block size p in online learning scenario.

Different from offline learning scenario, where we select

a batch size to maximize overall performance after many

epochs. In online learning scenario, we need to select block

size p based on real life applications. More specifically, a

large block size causes slow update since we have to wait

until enough data arrives to update the model. On the other

hand, using a very small block size, e.g., update with each

new observation, although very fast, is not suitable for deep

neural network due to strong bias towards new data. There-

fore, we design a pretest using the first 128 new data for

each experiment to repeatedly update the model by vary-

ing block size p ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64}. Thus the optimal

block size is chosen which gives the highest accuracy on

these 128 new data. We do not consider p > 64 as such a

large block size is not practical for real life applications.

5.3. Evaluation of Modified CrossDistillation Loss
and TwoStep Learning

In this part, we compared our modified cross-distillation

loss and two-step learning technique with the current state-

of-the-art methods [21, 2, 31]. We consider the online set-

ting that new classes data comes sequentially and we predict

each new data at first and then use a block of new data to

update the model. For each incremental step, we compare

our accuracy obtained in online scenario with state-of-the-

art results in offline mode. We constructed the exemplar

set for both CIFAR and ImageNet with the same number of

samples as in [21, 2, 31] for fair comparison.

Figure 7: Incremental learning results on ImageNet-100

with split of 10 classes. The Upper Bound in last step is

obtained by offline training a model using all training sam-

ples from all classes. (Best viewed in color)

CIFAR-100. We divided 100 classes into splits of 5, 10,

20, and 50 in random order. Therefore, we have incremental

training steps for 20, 10, 5, and 2, respectively. The optimal

block size is set as p = 8. We ran the experiment for four

trials and each time with a random order for the 100 classes.

The average accuracy is shown in Figure 4. Our method

shows the best accuracy for all incremental learning steps

even in the challenging online learning scenario.

ImageNet-1000. As 1000-class is too large and im-

practical for online scenario, so we randomly selected 100

classes from the 1000 classes to construct a subset of the

original dataset, which is referred to as ImageNet-100. We

then divided the 100 classes into 10 classes split so we have

an incremental step of 10. The optimal block size is set

as p = 16. We ran this for four trials as before and we

recorded the average accuracy in each step as shown in Fig-

ure 7. Although the performance of EEIL [2] surpass our
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6: Starting from scratch on Food-101 with number of new classes (a) 20 classes (b) 30 classes (c) 40 classes and (d)

50 classes. Baseline and our method are illustrated in Section 4.1 (Best viewed in color)

Method 20 30 40 50

Baseline 62.81% 56.53% 54.35% 51.39%

Representation Learning 60.21% 55.32% 53.68% 51.26%

Ours 70.90% 64.32% 62.31% 57.83%

(a)

Testing Upper Bound

20 78.77% 84.17%

30 73.28% 80.95%

40 71.42% 77.82%

50 67.54% 74.46%

(b)

Table 1: Online learning from scratch on Food-101 with (a) Online accuracy and (b) Testing accuracy. The Upper Bound

is obtained by offline training a model using all training samples from all given classes. (Best result marked in bold)

method in the second step, we attain the best performance

as more classes are added.

5.4. Evaluation of Our Complete Framework

We used a food image dataset Food-101 [1] to evaluate

performance of our proposed incremental learning frame-

work.

Benchmark protocol of online incremental learning.

Until now, there is no benchmark protocol on how to eval-

uate an online incremental learning method. In addition to

address catastrophic forgetting [16] as in offline incremen-

tal learning, we also need to consider concept drift [5] in

online scenario. We propose the following evaluation pro-

cedure: for a given multi-class classification dataset, the

classes should be randomly arranged. For each class, the

training data should be further split into new training data

and old training data. The former is used when a class is

introduced to the model for the first time. The later is con-

sidered when the model has seen the class before, which is

used to simulate real life applications and test the ability of

the method to handle new observations of old classes. After

each online learning phase, the updated model is evaluated

on test data containing all classes already been trained so

far. There is no over-fitting since the test data is never used

to update the model. In addition to the overall test accuracy,

we should separately examine the accuracy for new classes

and accuracy for old classes data. We also suggest to use

online accuracy, which is the accuracy for data in training

set before they are used to update the model, to represent the

classification performance of future data stream. In general,

online accuracy shows the model’s ability to adapt to future

data stream and online accuracy for old classes indicates the

model’s ability to handle new observations of old classes.

5.5. Results on Food101

Although there are three separate components of the pro-

posed incremental learning framework as described in Sec-

tion 4, we only test the component described in 4.1 once and

then alternate between the two components described in 4.2

and 4.3. In addition, the offline retraining part in 4.2 is in-

applicable with online incremental learning. So in this ex-

periment, we test for one cycle of our proposed framework

starting from scratch then learning from a trained model

provided by offline retraining. We use half training data

per class as new classes data and the other half as new ob-

servations of old classes. We divided the Food-101 dataset

into split of 20, 30, 40, 50 classes randomly and performed

the one incremental step learning with step size of 20, 30,

40, and 50, respectively. In addition, we construct exem-

plar set with only 10 samples per class to simulate real life

applications instead of including more samples per class.

Learn from scratch. In this part, we evaluate our

method that combines baseline and representation learning

as described in Section 4.1. Optimal block size is set as

p = 16. Result of online accuracy compared to baseline and

representation learning is shown in Table 1a. Our method

achieved the best online accuracy in all incremental learning

steps. Similarly, test accuracy compared to upper bound is

shown in Table 1b. We also calculated the accuracy of each

512 incoming new data as shown in Figure 6. We observed

that the representation learning works well at the beginning

when data is scarce and the baseline achieved higher accu-

racy as the number of new data increases. Thus by combin-

ing the two methods and automatically switch from one to

the other, we attain a higher overall online accuracy.

Learn from a trained model. In this part, we perform
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Online Accuracy Test Accuracy

Incremental Step new old new old

20 54.35%→ 64.78% 22.83%→ 61.01% 70.97%→ 64.00% 41.77%→ 70.32% (84.17%)

30 52.62%→ 62.25% 22.41%→ 60.00% 71.56%→ 61.87% 42.25%→ 69.90% (80.95%)

40 46.30%→ 61.53% 20.53%→ 53.43% 66.62%→ 56.31% 40.82%→ 65.65% (77.82%)

50 43.49%→ 56.76% 19.47%→ 51.71% 63.32%→ 54.20% 36.81%→ 63.92% (74.46%)

Table 2: Online learning from a trained model on Food-101 with baseline method using original cross-distillation loss

in the left of→ and our proposed method in the right (best result marked in bold), (•) shows the Upper Bound results.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Ablation study on Food-101 dataset (a) overall online accuracy (b) overall test accuracy (c) online accuracy for

old classes. (Best viewed in color)

a one incremental step experiment following our proposed

benchmark protocol described in Section 5.4 and the result

is shown in Table 2. Compared to the baseline, our method

improved the online learning accuracy for both new and old

classes, which shows that our model can adapt quickly to

future data stream including both new classes data or new

observations of old classes. In addition, we significantly im-

proved the test accuracy compared to the baseline method.

However, the trade off is slightly lower accuracy for the new

classes test accuracy compared to the baseline due to the

use of the accommodation ratio in our method. Since it

is difficult for the model to perform well on new classes

without losing knowledge from the old classes, the accom-

modation ratio can be manually tuned to balance between

the new classes and the old classes depending on the ap-

plication scenario. A higher accommodation ratio leads to

higher accuracy on new classes by trading off accuracy on

old classes. For this experiment, we simply use β = 0.5.

Ablation study. We analyzed different components

of our method to demonstrate their impacts. We first

show the influence of different loss functions including

cross-entropy, cross-distillation, and our modified cross-

distillation. We then analyzed the impact of updating the

exemplar set to mitigate concept drift. As shown in Fig-

ure 8a and 8b, even without updating exemplar set, our

modified cross-distillation loss outperformed the other two

(black and blue lines) for all incremental steps. By updating

the exemplar set, we were able to achieve a higher overall

online and test accuracy. Furthermore, Figure 8c illustrates

improvement of online accuracy for old classes by updating

the exemplar set. Since we do not deliberately select any

new data from old classes to update the model during the

incremental learning step, as the data distribution changes,

our method was able to automatically update the exemplar

set by using the current class mean calculated by all data in

old classes seen so far. Thus through the proposed two-step

learning which pairs each new data with an exemplar, we

can achieve a higher online accuracy for future data streams.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an incremental learning

framework including a modified cross-distillation loss to-

gether with a two-step learning technique to address catas-

trophic forgetting in the challenging online learning sce-

nario, and a simple yet effective method to update the ex-

emplar set using the feature of each new observation of old

classes data to mitigate concept drift. Our method has the

following properties: (1) can be trained using data streams

including both new classes data and new observations of

old classes in online scenario, (2) has good performance for

both new and old classes on future data streams, (3) requires

short run-time to update with limited data, (4) has poten-

tial to be used in lifelong learning that can handle unknown

number of classes incrementally. Our method outperforms

current state-of-the-art on CIFAR-100 and ImageNet-1000

(ILSVRC 2012) in the challenging online learning scenario.

Finally, we showed our proposed framework can be applied

to real life image classification problem by using Food-101

dataset as an example and observed significant improve-

ment compared to baseline methods.
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